After working with Enerpac we now have a custom built intensifier pump to speed up the tensioning process in underground mining and tunnelling.

All exposed aluminium components have been replaced with alternative materials. The traditional foot pedal operation has been replaced with a simple directional control lever on the manual pumps and a pendant control for the pendant pump. Operation is easily controlled from the palm of your hand.

The new Enerpac Underground Intensifier Pump. Custom built for safe underground use.

- Tensioning of cable bolts to 20–30 ton with as little as 60 psi pit air pressure.
- Portable with optional carry frame (roll cage).
- Quality air filter and lubricator (optional).
- Suitable for use with existing tensioner heads (6000 psi) or equipment.
- Pressure can be set in the 6000–10,000 psi range internally (tamper proof).
- Up to 6 times faster than other air operated tensioning equipment.
- Tension mega bolts (8 metre) in 30–60 seconds.
- Available in manual or pendant control (up to 6m pendant).
- Multi-purpose intensifier pump suitable for use with Enerpac attachments.

Tension bolts to 20–30 tonne in 30-60 seconds, not minutes!
UNDERGROUND INTENSIFIER PUMP

Suitable to operate multiple tools

Durable & Safe • Steel Components • Operates at maximum 700bar

Range of Steel Cylinders
Pullers
Nut Splitters
Skidding System

Pull Cylinders
C-Clamps & Presses
Wedges & Splitters
Cable Cutters

Distributed by QUARRY MINING under licence from Custom Mining Products.